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Welcome to my cooking web site. My name is Eric Pietrocupo ( Larienna is one of my

Nicknames ) and I have decided to place all my favorite recipes on a web site. Instead of

copying the recipe to those who who want it, I simply give my web site address and they

have access to everything.

I do not intend to dump all my recipes book on this web sites. I will only place the recipes

I approve. All these recipes have been tested at least twice and I have probably retested

them before sending them on the website. This is why you wont find tons of recipes on this

web site but I can guaranty their quality.

Most of the recipes on this site will generally not be Meals or anything that can be

replaced by the creativity of the cook. Most meal consist in taking stuff, cooking stuff,

adding stuff and serving it. If you change some ingredients, it does not spoil the recipe

which mean anybody with a bit of imagination can make these. My web site will contains

recipe that you must know to complete successfully. If you change some important

ingreadient, it will spoil the recipe.

Which mean that you will more often find recipes that are to be eaten later or during the

week (ex: Cookies, Muffins, Pies, Etc. ). I might also have meal recipes that you make in

advance and place it in the freezer ( ex : Pizza Crust, Fridge Cookies, Meet Pie, Egg Rolls,

etc ).

All these recipes are not my invention and they come from somewhere. I won't indicate

the source of the recipe because some recipes are adaptation or fusion of other recipes. I

don't want to keep track of the whole recipe's history. Sorry for those who might think that

I have ripped off their recipes.

My web site contains 2 kind of data : Recipes and informations. Recipes are complete

recipe procedures while information are additional reference information to read that is

related to the recipe. You can search recipes and info through the list. When you find what

you want, you can keep the ID number of the recipe or information. This number can be

used to directly access the information later. Finaly, the recipe list can be browsed by

using categories. There are a dozen of categories available and all the recipes related to

this category will be shown.

This is it, enjoy. All the commands are in the menu to the right. If you have any question

send them by e-mail.

Thank You

Eric Pietrocupo


